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Caving Calendar
January 4 Grotto Trip, Vertical Training from Noon to 4pm at Indiana Veneers, 1121 E. 

24th Street.
January 8 Grotto Meeting. 7:30 p.m. World War Memorial. Program Bob Vandeventer 

Cave Capers and NSS Convention Show.
February 5 Grotto Meeting. 7:30 p.m. World War Memorial. Program to be announced.
February 11 Open Library night at Bob Vandeventer’s home, 525 Lawndrive Drive,  

Greenwood. 317-888-4501.
February 22-23 Grotto trip, Annual Ron Adams Ridgewalk.
March 5 Grotto Meeting. 7:30 p.m. World War Memorial. Program Ron Adams 

Proyecto Sierra Mazateca 2014.
March 11 Open Library night at Bob Vandeventer’s home, 525 Lawndrive Drive,  

Greenwood. 317-888-4501. 
March 12 Grotto trip, TBD 
May 16-18 Spring MVOR. The Exeter Corn Maze. Exeter, Missouri.  

http://www.exetercornmaze.com/
July 14– 18 NSS National Convention, Huntsville, 

Alabama. Contact Olivia :Liv” McKinsey 
678-492-1825. http://nss2014.caves.org

August 8–10 Tentative Date of Cave Capers. Location to be 
announced.

October 25 NSS Board of Directors Meeting in 
Indianapolis, Indiana

August, 2015 NSS National Convention, Waynesville, 
Missouri.

July 17–23, 2016 NSS National Convention, Ely, Nevada.
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News and Notes
The annual CIG Ridge walk will be taking place on the weekend of February  22-23 in Round Cove, TN near 
Hytop, Alabama. The ridge walk has moved to TAG because of the closures of the state forests in Indiana. We 
have permission to cave on 2000+ acres of privately owned remote hills and valleys with good potential for pits, 
as well as an undiscovered drain system going to springs far away. We have already spent several trips to the area 
with much success, and there is much work left to do. It takes about 7 hours to drive from Indy, and we have 
an awesome private, primitive camp spot on the property. As long as driving conditions are ok, the trip will 
go (massive rain could also affect the trip). We may go for a 3 or 4 day weekend, please contact me if you are 
interested in an extended trip. Contact Ron Adams caveronrope@sbcglobal.net

Front Cover: Tim McLain at the top of Myles & Pride Dome on the day of the upper level discovery; one end 
of which later connected to Guy Stover Pit, and the other end became Indiana Caverns. Photo taken September 
18, 2010 by Pat Mudd.

Editor’s Note: I have been interested in publishing and graphic design all my life, so I am proud and excited to 
be the editor for the CIG Newsletter for 2014. This is your newsletter so please share your stories, photos and 
knowledge with us. I will do my best to include part or all in this publication or on our new website.
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I don’t know how many CIGers knew Tim, but 
he lived west of Indianapolis in nearby Brownsburg. 
I suspect that he attended a CIG meeting once in a 
while, and have no doubt that at least some of the 
Indy area cavers knew him or knew of him. For those 
who may not know, Tim died during his final cave 
trip on November 23, 2013 while in the Blowing 
Hole section of Binkley Cave. The coroner ruled the 
cause of death as a massive cardiac event.

I feel like I could write a book about Tim’s involve-
ment in my life during the past four years, although 
that would take me some time to do. Although I can’t 
with certainty recall where or when I met him, he 
came along on a Blowing Hole cave trip on 15 May 
2010, thanks to Laura Demarest (Young at the time), 
and started caving south of Corydon regularly after 
that, right up through the time of his passing.

Tim quickly fell in love with Binkley Cave and 
became one of the core members of the group, be-
ing a hard-core explorer and worker. While his small 

stature allowed him to squeeze into many holes and 
places the rest of us couldn’t, it was his mental tough-
ness that made it happen. He had grit and determina-
tion for pushing passages, which along with his size, 
was a tremendous asset to the project. I don’t think 

we’ll ever be able to calculate it, but he got more small 
lengths of virgin cave than many of us put together! 
It would take considerable time and effort to pursue 
all the leads he investigated. Sometimes his passage 
pushes would help us by delegating a particular pas-
sage to the back burner, or put it on the “for future 
generations” list, and other times his pushes caused 
us to do passage enlargement so the rest of the gang 
could fit. He was always eager to sacrifice himself for 
these missions, which were definitely not glorious in 

Tribute to  
Tim McLain  
NSS 31705RE
by Dave Everton

Tim, Laura Young, & Rand Heazlitt on a trip to the Wild, 
Wild West area on 20 July 2013 (photo by Marion Akers)

Tim in Guy Stover Pit Cave section of Binkley Cave on  
23 July 2011 (photo by Dave Everton)
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include caving trips outside the Corydon area during 
that timeframe, and I know there were some.

Part of the love affair Tim had with Binkley Cave 
and the project to explore and map it, included the 
relationships he developed with people. He loved peo-
ple, and I can safely speak for my fellow Binkley cav-
ers when I say we all loved him greatly! His magnetic 
personality made it so easy to be attracted to him. He 
enjoyed life and had a great sense of humor, including 
about himself—he didn’t take himself too seriously. 
He was very down to earth, in spite of the fact that 
he’d done some pretty incredible things in his life, 
which I can’t even begin to address because I didn’t 
know him on that level, although I know he hiked the 
Appalachian Trail in its entirety one year, and climbed 
Mount McKinley.

On the day of Tim’s final cave trip, he came 
through Bloomington and picked me up, which was 
a precious gift for me to get ‘car time’ with him (it 
added to the time and distance of his trip to do so). 
During the drive to Corydon, he expressed disfavor 
that his job was getting in the way of his current fa-
vorite love (caving). There is no doubt in my mind 
whatsoever that he died doing what he loved. It was 
a very difficult day for me being there while he was 
struck down, and the feeling of absolute helpless to do 
anything about it, but I don’t believe he felt a thing. 
He was fine one moment, and the next moment, he 
was gone. Those with him finally admitted that after 
doing CPR on him for about three hours.

I am so grateful that Tim considered me a friend. 
I have many, many wonderful memories which he left 
me with during the past four years. Although I will 
miss him greatly, he will forever be with me. I can 
only hope that you have wonderful memories of him 
as well. May we strive to keep the legacy of life alive.

the wet, muddy cave. I often fondly referred to him as 
the Slim Tim Tool (or Tim Tool for short). He did ev-
erything: he explored, dug, did technical climbs, sur-
veyed, and whatever else was asked of him. I believe 
my records are pretty accurate (perhaps I’m missing a 
few trips), and they show he participated in 100 trips 
south of Corydon between his first trip on 15 May 
2010 and his last on 23 Nov 2013. That figure doesn’t 

Tim Pride on left; Tim McLain on right, taken in White 
Castle after the epic trip of ascending Grand Falls for the first 
time on 9 July 2011 (photo taken by Nick Benton, I believe)

Tim in Loretta’s Kitchen, a part of the Guy Stover Pit Cave 
section of Binkley Cave on July 23, 2011 (photo by Dave 
Everton)

Tim in Guy Stover Pit Cave section of Binkley Cave on 23 July 
2011. It may be hard to tell, but he is wearing his classic dress 
pants, with crease and pleats! (photo by Dave Everton)
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As a longtime vertical caver I had seen many In-
diana pit’s of significance over the last 25 years or so 
and Storms Pit was one of the few that I had not seen. 
ICS has the pit listed at 69 feet deep and it is located 
close to the Monroe-Lawrence county line. I had al-
ways known of the pit but never really had landowner 
info so it was always kind of on my back burner. A few 
years ago on the way back from another Lawrence Co. 
cave Elza Marvin and I had the location and decided 
to drive by and see if we could figure out a landowner. 
We noticed a few possibilities in the general area but 
were not real sure, so we moved on. This pit has been 
known for a long time as it is in The Caves of Indiana 
but as far as I could tell was seldom visited. Recently at 

a CIG meeting I had heard of a group that had gone, 
so I was able to get the landowner contact info. Things 
were starting to fall in place.

I had planned on going to The Eastern Indiana 
Grotto 25th Anniversary Party on October 19 at Edna 
and Brian Leavell’s place only about one or two miles 
from the pit. I was able to contact the landowner and 
secured permission to do the pit. The landowner asked 
if they could get some photos of the pit. We normally 
take some photo and I had the landowners e-mail so 
this was not a problem. I made contact with Elza Mar-
vin, Kevin Smith, Eric Edelman and Mike Lorance as 
I knew they all were planning to go to the same EIG 
gathering. We were set for October 19 and had a large 
dinner/party waiting after the trip at nearby Brian and 
Edna’s place. I looked on Google Earth and the cur-
rent image was from the winter so I was able to see 
the hole from the image sitting right behind where 
the landowner lived. We were all happy to see a pit 
none of us had yet to see. Eric had made an attempt 
to contact the landowner when in the area for work 
but had no luck. 

October 19 came and we made plans to meet 
at the party site, see if anyone else wanted to go and 
consolidate vehicles there. I arrived early and had rain 
falling the whole way down from Indy. By time I got 
there the rain had lightened up. Eric arrived a few 

Kevin Smith , Jeff Cody , Mike Lorance and Eric Edelman standing on the ledge off the floor of the pit.

By Jeff CodyStorms Pit
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minutes late and the rain started again. I suspected 
Kevin may not come due to rain as he had to drive up 
from his cabin in Marengo. Elza found out on Friday 
he had to work until 3pm that Saturday so he was out. 
Mike arrived not long after Eric and Kevin was after 
that. The rain stopped and skies began to clear. Others 
were there at Edna’s but had already made plans to do 
something else so it was just Eric , Kevin, Mike and 
myself. We loaded in Eric’s car and made the short 
drive to the site. The landowner was expecting us so 
we just parked at the spot where the electric fence gate 
was and geared up. A short walk past the fence down a 
slight hill led us to the tree-lined sinkhole. The pit had 
a small, fence around it and one end had a spot that 
appeared to be the obvious approach . 

 We checked out the top for the obvious rig 
tree. A large diameter tree was right at the edge with a 
somewhat slick approach from the morning rain. We 
decided to rig to a smaller diameter tree behind the 
large one and also rig a short line as a “pig tail” for 
the lip if needed. Eric was the first one down and he 
placed a rope pad on his way down. We then lowered 

his camera gear as he wanted to set up a tripod on bot-
tom and get many photo’s for the landowner. I was the 
last to go down. I hooked up my figure 8 to Kevin’s 
Blue Water static line and began the rappel. Only one 
pad was needed for our rig and it was easy to clear the 
lip as there was a small ledge to stand on to clear the 
lip. The rope was supple and the rappel was smooth, 
my DMM Ankna 8 seems to have the perfect amount 
of friction for my 220 pounds on short drops like this. 
When I got to the bottom I could not believe my eyes. 
There was a large (by Indiana standards) room on the 
bottom with a ledge about 15 feet off the floor on 
one side. A short side passage took off from the wide 
flat ledge that appeared to go beyond a constriction. 
We also noted numerous helictites in this short pas-

sage. Eric had his camera set up and took photos of 
all of us coming down. This was a beautiful pit!! Two 
large trees were placed down the hole but were about 
30 feet shy from the top. We posed for some photos, 
looked around some then began to climb.

Mike was first to go up on his rope walker and I 
was next on my frog. The soft Blue Water rope did not 
allow the croll to move up without taking rope with it. 

I tried to pin the rope between my feet, 
but that was slow. I asked Eric to hold 
the rope so it would feed. I slowly made 
my way up. The climb puts you close to 
the wall where you can rest your feet on 
it to help keep a large top heavy guy like 
me from tipping back on the rope. I had 
no trouble going around the rope pad as 
the ledge came in handy to unweight the 
rope to clear the pad. We were all soon 
out and derigged and spoke of how this 
pit was well beyond our expectations. 
The bottom reminded me of larger TAG 
pits. We made our way back to the EIG 
party, had a nice dinner, hung around the 

fire a bit then headed home. A great day and the per-
fect pit for the location of the party. The next day we 
sent our photos to the landowner via e-mail. I noted 
that it may be a nice goodwill gesture for cavers to 
repair the part of the fence that had been trampled by 
those approaching the pit. It would only take a couple 
stakes driven in the ground. 

The view looking up from the bottom of the rope.

Mike Lornace giving Jeff Cody the “Rabbit Ears” on the bottom ledge.

Eric Edelman looking cool.Kevin Smith clearing the lip.
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VBATS 2013  
Return to El Capitan
Part One 
By Dean Wiseman

prised mostly of the talus and debris left over from 
glacial activity. In fact, even though the valley walls 
range between 1,800 to over 3,000 feet tall on El 
Capitan, it is speculated that only HALF of the true  

Yosemite Valley viewed from the west, from the Tunnel View Turnout. 
depth of the Yosemite Valley is visible above ground!

As I mentioned before, there are a lot of little 
things that a trip like this requires. First and foremost, 
any team wishing to single-rope rappel down the face 
of El Capitan needs to figure out some way to get a 
3,000-foot rope up to the edge of the cliff. In 2010, 
the VBATS planned to collaborate with Team XTR, 
who had intended to rappel the week ahead of us. 

The Road Back
My first experience with Mike “TinY” Manke and 

the VBATS in California was three years ago, in 2010, 
when I was a part of the El Capitan Expedition. That 
trip was, for lack of a better way to put it, a “biggun.” 
Something on the order of 25+ par-
ticipants, including a dog, and it 
was nothing short of a siege on the 
Yosemite Valley. This trip, however, 
was different. About five or six few-
er people, which mostly meant that 
we had five or six fewer people to 
do all the little things that a trip like 
this requires. The disadvantage of 
a larger team is that it’s more com-
plicated to manage. But this time, 
with fewer people, everyone needed 
to handle a bigger job load, and los-
ing a team member—for whatever reason—meant a 
bigger loss.

The Yosemite Valley sort of resembles a big dish, 
which geologists believe was created by a combina-
tion of volcanic and tectonic uplifting in tandem with 
some serious glacial carving. The sheer walls of the 
valley are where harder granite was scoured clean of 
softer rock deposits by glaciers. The base of the valley 
is relatively flat, which geologists have found is com-
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The idea at that time was to swap out XTR’s rope with 
the VBATS, and using the rope anchors which would 
already be in place. However, the National Park Ser-
vice deemed Team XTR to be an unauthorized outfit-
ter and specifically disallowed from conducting their 
trip. This meant that the VBATS needed to execute 
Plan B, which involved transporting a thin five mil-
limeter haul line to the rig point, lowering it down 
and hauling the main rope up from the base, some-
thing which is extremely difficult to do unless you 
have a very large crew. This year, though, TinY elected 
to hire a mule team to transport the main rope and 
much of the team gear up to the physical summit of 
El Capitan. The rigging team would then transport 
the rope the final half mile to the rig point and lower 
the rope down. Half a mile might sound like not that 
much, but in this case, it involves traversing a steep 
slope (we’re talking 20-30% grade) of exfoliating and 
weathered granite, and at 8,000 feet of elevation.  

Looking uphill from the campsite atop El Capitan. Surprisingly steep

Huge multi-ton slab of exfoliated granite, seemingly ready to make its move to 

the bottom of the valley.

Another major aspect of a trip to Yosemite in-
volves having people in the right place at the right 
time. People need to be in place at the top to man the 
haul system and do safety checks. People need to be at 
the bottom in order to belay and assist with rope man-
agement. People need to be in between with vehicles 
to get people to and from camp. And people in camp 
to help coordinate and keep track of where everyone 
is and what their plans are. And in addition to making 
sure people are in the right places at the right time,  

“Duty Roster” from the 2010 VBATs El Capitan Expedition. Choreography, indeed. 

 

a team also must acquire the appropriate permits from 
the Park Service. As skilled a rope technician that TinY 
is, he is an even better emissary to the Powers That 
Be—the National Park Service. Three years ago, the 
Park Service issued the VBATS a one-time backcoun-
try permit for the group for the duration of our time 
up on El Capitan. But when we arrived in Yosemite 
this year, the game had changed. Team members who 
intended to hike to the rig point had to secure in-
dividual back-country permits each and every time 
they intended to hike. When we first heard this news, 
it sounded like it would be a huge headache. But in 
retrospect, the whole process of securing permits was 
really not too inconvenient.
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TinY loads the rope (left) and the team gear in the U-Haul.

The final piece of the “puzzle” is how to get the 
team gear and lots of personal gear from the Eastern 
United States out west to Yosemite. Long gone are the 
days when you could check 100+ pounds of gear for 
free on your flight, much less a 3,000-foot spool of 
rope and all the team gear. And the prospect of ship-
ping gear out west is neither inexpensive nor easy. The 
best way to solve the problem is to drive a team gear 
trailer out there and back. Between graduate school 
and working as a researcher, I’d spent the better part of 
almost 15 years in a situation where research and work 
pace dictated I take relatively little vacation time. As 
such, I’d rarely spent more than a week off at any one 
time. In addition, I had personally been longing to 
make a big drive out west—especially the Southwest 
and Route 66. So when I was offered a faculty position 
at the University of Indianapolis in 2012, I elected to 
take the summer after my first academic year “off”—a 
sort of mini-sabbatical, and volunteered to assist the 
VBATS by driving the gear trailer. The plan was for 

me to drive out 
to Yosemite, and 
then on the way 
home pick up 
my wife, Mendi, 
and my 7 year-
old daughter, 
Anzie, and we 
would all drive 
back home to-
gether through 
Grand Teton, 
Yellowstone, Mt. 
Rushmore, etc. 

Ready to roll on a 

10,000+ mile journey 

from Chez Manke in 

Pennsylvania.

So on July 5th, I hitched up the trailer, left Indy, 
picked up another teammate, Nicole Miller, in Chi-
cago, and we followed Route 66 out across Texas and 
New Mexico to Arizona. We’d originally hoped to do 
maybe some canyoneering/hiking out there on the 
way out, but during this time a major heat wave had 
spread across the Southwest, so the prospect of hiking 
in triple-digit weather made us decide to take a fairly 
direct beeline to Yosemite...stopping at the Meteor 
Crater near Winslow, Arizona. Also, to counteract the 
111-degree heat of Las Vegas, Nevada, Nicole and I 
headed straight for one of the two “ice bars” in Vegas, 
where all the walls, furniture—even the glasses you 
drink out of (!)—are made of ice. Going from outside 
to inside, we figured something on the order of a 90 
to 100-degree difference in temperature…

Nicole Miller just “Standin’ on the Corner in Winslow, Arizona…” 

Nearby, there actually was a flat-bed Ford.

Another good reason for taking this route is that 
the highway from Las Vegas to Lee Vining, Cali-
fornia, the western gateway to Yosemite, is that you 
get to drive through some of the least light-polluted 
areas left in the United States. Or, if you so desire, 
you can take a slight detour out along “The Extra-
terrestrial Highway,” Nevada State Road 375 north 
and east of the infamous Area 51. Regardless of route 
choice, on a moonless night in Central Nevada, the 
skies are so dark you can literally see the Androm-
eda Galaxy without assistance. Simply awesome. 
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Milky Way as seen from the intersection of US 95 and Nevada Highway 

266. DARK SKY!

Nicole and I arrived at the VBATS campsite in 
the Yosemite Creek Campground in the late evening 
of Wednesday, July 9th. This gave us a couple days to 
sort gear, acquire permits, enjoy Yosemite Valley a little 
bit and prepare for the rappel. I strongly recommend 
that if you’re going to travel all the way out to Yosem-
ite that you plan for at least three extra days in addi-
tion to whatever days will be spent rappelling. There 
are some incredible opportunities to hike and sightsee 
that it would be a shame if all you did was go there 
to rappel. One thing in particular to consider is the 
hike up to the summit of Half Dome, or shorter day 
hikes up in Tuolmne Meadows, which is much cool-
er and less crowded than the Valley in mid-summer. 

The Hike In
Friday, July 12th arrived, the morning to begin 

The Expedition. The plan on Friday was to get most/
all of the gear and the rig team personnel to the camp-
site above the rappel site. As I mentioned previously, 
we were using a hire mule team to take team gear up 
top. But team members also had the options of ei-
ther renting a mule to haul individual gear, or instead 
of hiking in, riding in on horseback if they wanted. 
Those who wanted to ride in on horseback would ac-
company the mule team, while the remainder of the 
rig team would hike in from the designated trail head 
listed on their backcountry permit. The hikers would 
link up with the riders at the El Capitan summit, then 
ferry the gear downslope to the campsite.

As someone who has had the pleasure of hiking 
trails around the world, I must say that the Yosem-
ite Creek Trail is one of my all-time favorite walks. 
From the Yosemite Creek trailhead, the distance to the 
campsite above the rappel is roughly 11 miles. You 
get a little bit of everything, from old growth forest  
with huge ponderosa pine, to exfoliating, slabby gran-
ite. And while it is mountain trail, with the requisite 
ups and downs, it is surprisingly flat, as you’re gener-
ally following Yosemite Creek downhill, until the fi-
nal 3 miles. At that point, you leave Yo’ Creek behind 
(where it eventually plummets almost 2,500 feet to 
the Valley Floor), and traverse over onto the back side 
of El Capitan, and the grade steepens considerably. 
That final section reminds me a little of the hike up to 

Me, standing out near the “Diving Board” on the summit of Half-Dome.
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the New Entrance of Ellison’s from the Blue Hole, in 
terms of effort. With a fully-loaded pack and at eleva-
tion, it can be challenging. But the reward is is un-
believable vistas and towering old growth forest. It is 
Classic Yosemite, and one of the best places I’ve found 
to experience the Park away from the crowds.

The previous winter had been very dry. Prior to 
the trip I’d been checking the snowpack, and snow-
pack never exceeded 50% of the historic average. On 
the previous expedition, we were lucky to get into our 
campground at all, as there was as much as four feet 
of snow still on the ground at elevation. This year was 
vastly different, to the point we were worried the wa-
ter sources up on El Capitan would be dry, and we 
would be forced to carry water many miles and uphill 
to the campsite. And though many of the nice water 
sources we enjoyed in the past were bone dry, fortune 
smiled on us. One small spring, the closest one to 
camp, was still flowing. And though it was still over a 
mile to water, we were counting our lucky stars that 
such a good water source was so close.

Everything pretty much went as planned on Fri-
day. The gear and the horse-riding team members 
arrived at the summit first, and began shuttling gear 
down the campsite. Due to some altitude acclimation 
issues, we found ourselves a little bit short-handed, 
but all in all everything went according to plan, and 
camp was set up, and rigging the rappel would com-
mence on Saturday morning.

Before I move on, I should give you a verbal de-
scription of what the campsite near the lip is like, and 
what it’s like to be up there. First of all, even though 
it’s obviously not as steep as the face, the top of El 
Capitan, is only flat at the very top. Once you get 
within roughly 1,500 walking feet of the lip, the slope 

is probably a 30% grade. It’s surprisingly steep, and 
folks have been injured while moving too hastily. In 
addition to the steepness is the fact that the surface is 
highly weathered granite, and partially covered in gra-
nitic “pea gravel,” and dotted with widely interspersed 
trees. Plus being at 8,000+ feet elevation, trying to 
take a straight line simply takes your breath away. 
So, instead, one resorts to zig-zagging both up and 
down the slope. The actual campsite is located about 
150 yards upslope from the lip, next to an enormous, 
craggy Western Juniper. Paul Drennan thinks, and I’m 
inclined to agree, that this tree is at least a thousand 
years old.

During the previous expedition, I had purchased 
a “porta-ledge,” a heavy duty cot made of aircraft alu-
minum with a six-point rigging system designed to be 
used on a vertical, or nearly vertical rock face. This set-
up also includes a four-season rain fly which can en-
close the entire rig (while on rope), even to the point 
of protecting from rain being blown up the rock face 
from below. I’d spent a couple of incredible nights dur-
ing the first expedition hanging out over the lip on my 
porta-ledge, and simply could not wait to do it again. 
Given that the traditional El Capitan campsite is lo-
cated on a steep slope, it can be challenging camping, 
and while it might seem like a risky proposition, the 
porta-ledge is actually more comfortable for sleeping. 
I frequently use the ‘ledge on regular camping trips, 
usually sleeping less than three feet off the ground. 
But when the distance increases to nearly 3,000 feet, 
that makes you extra cautious, sleeping with a harness 
and tied into a safety rope. The real trick, though is 
moving into and out of the ‘ledge without dropping 
loose gear. Ever tried getting into a sleeping bag while 
on rope? It takes both care and practice!

Porta-ledge spot...room with a SERIOUS view!

Yosemite Creek Trail, 2010
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Rappelling Day 1
Now, when I say that I’m hanging out over 

Yosemite Valley in my porta-ledge, saying it that 
way may be a little bit of an exaggeration. The 
rigging spot I used (and will probably use again) 
is from a false lip which is offset from the actual 
lip by about...say...ten feet on a sloped ledge. 
With proper protection, or a firm pair of ca-
jones, one can actually walk down by where my 
‘ledge was hanging. So in other words, where 
my ‘ledge was located is not actually free-hang-
ing out over the big drop. But you are very, very 
close. One could very easily spit a watermelon 
seed out into the abyss. The night was gin clear, 
so I elected to sleep with the rain fly stowed. I’m 
not sure what time it was—I guess about four 
a.m., or so, well before first light—but I began 
hearing voices nearby, and seeing the glow of 
flashlights above me. I call out. 

“Who is that?” 
The only two possibilities that my sleep-

filled head at that point could conceive was that 
either the people were VBATS teammates who 
were just stoked to get rigging early, or perhaps 
NPS rangers on a stealth mission to ensure that 
we’re not breaking rules. Given that rangers own 
and use ghillie suits to monitor people in the 
Park, I wouldn’t put it past them to show up 
unannounced and in the dark.

I think the folks on the other end were more 
startled that I was! After a confused minute of “who 
is that, and who are you” back-and-forth, the answer 
I finally got from them was “we’re just hikers and 
climbers.” Okay… not a problem… just don’t step on 
my anchor ropes, please. I fall back asleep. Then, just 
as the first rays of light begin to clear the high ridge 
to the east, I hear those same voices again, only closer. 
At that moment I look up to see two “hikers” literally 
walk past me on my ‘ledge to the lip, wearing GoPro-
studded helmets and parachute packs (they call them 
“containers”) on their backs. BASE jumpers!

“Sorry, we didn’t mean to wake you up earlier,” 
they said.

“Not a problem,” I said. One only gets so much 
real sleep hanging above a 3,000-foot cliff, in any 
case…

And with that, after a few minutes of preparation 
and SEVERAL gear checks (I heard an “ooph! Gotta’ 
fix that…” during the first gear check), these two guys 
hugged—love you, bro—sent a little prayer up with 
a sign of the cross, and hauled off into space right in 
front of me. I could hear the rushing sound of free-
falling for what seemed like an eternity, followed by 
the unforgettable sound of parachutes deploying 

Sharon Clayton admiring the flaked Rope, ready to lower… 

 

which I recall from Bridge Day. Whoa… Best. Start-
of-the-day. Ever!

The next order of business was getting ready to 
rig the Big Rappel. So, after packing up my ‘ledge, an-
swering the requisite “you didn’t die” questions (no… 
not today, thank you), the team proceeded to set up 
the rig site. This involves installing access ropes, pads 
and edge rollers, securing the main rope via a tension-
less double-tree anchor, where the trees are about 150 
feet apart, and preparing to lower the rope over the 
lip weighted with a sand-filled water jug. The latter 
required flaking the rope on a tarp with the intention 
of feeding it, tangle-free, through a rappel rack until 
the rope reached the bottom. Simple in concept, but 
more complicated in reality. TinY was manning the 
rope over the lip and was in contact with the rig team 
and the bottom team via radio. Meanwhile the rope 
team at the top was roughly divided into people man-
ning the rack, with helpers manning the rope as it was 
coming off the flaked pile. This is when the trouble 
began…

To be continued in February Newsletter.
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Salts Cave is one of my favorite caverns in south-
ern Indiana. When I saw Dave Haun scheduled it for 
the November CIG Trip, I jumped at the opportunity. 
You see, I learned of Salts Cave from my friend and 
fellow ex-Scoutmaster, Rob Strickland, who first vis-
ited the cave back in many years ago with BSA Troop 
18 guided by Dave Haun. Since then, Rob kept up his 
relationship with then owner by bringing him a box 
of expensive chocolates as a thank-you for allowing 
the troop to enjoy his cave. Since then, a new owner 
bought the land and we discovered he also had a sweet 
tooth, so Rob and I have been bringing our troop 
there to visit every other year or so. 

Kelly McNamara, Bill Baus, Justin Thompson, 
Demian DeVane and his son, Charlie Vetters and I 
met up at the Cracker Barrel in Bloomington, con-
solidated our vehicles and headed down to beautiful 
Mitchell, Indiana and Salts Cave. We pulled onto the 
property and drove straight through to park at the 
barn. We threw on our cave gear and set off across 
the field to the east and hit the short trail through 
the wood down to the bottom of the sink hole. The 
entrance is an opening atop a pile of breakdown into 
a good sized upper level passage. Salts is a great cave 
to visit in the winter as it has a wide walk-in entrance 
that features several natural benches and shelves, to 

dress or undress in relative warmth and comfort. I led 
our group on a leisurely stroll through the dry upper 
level passage to a large room where you can go on or 
take a side passage. Bill and Kelly decided to check 
side passages in this area and the rest of us decided 
to press on in the main passage to an area where the 
floor drops 20 feet down to the damp lower level in 
several places. We were then forced to walk about 10 
feet along a 12 inch ledge with a mud bank and wall 
to your left, and a 20 foot drop on the right. The extra 
safety factor here is the surface of the ledge is covered 
with extremely tacky mud that pops like a suction cup 
as you left your feet making it impossible to slide off. 
Now you come to a big crack in the floor that lets 
you go straight down through the breakdown to the 
stream level. You must stretch to step down from rock 
to rock to the bottom, so we carefully spotted for each 
other and safely made the descent. Continuing in the 
lower level we come to a large passage area where a 
smaller stream passage enters from the left and exits 
to the right in the form of a 20 foot tall and 2 foot 
wide winding passage decorated by scalloped walls 
and beautiful formations. At the start, this passage re-
minds me that I need to lose some weight, then wid-
ens to about four feet. We then encountered several 
slippery mud plugs that can either be climbed up and 
slid down, or in Justin’s case, can be avoided by going 
low through a cold, wet, but short crawl. We then got 
to a spot where you are forced to chimney above a 
water filled trench that eventually opens up and drops 
you back into the stream level. Well, as I shimmied 
along around the chimney on my over sized rear end, 
below me I heard Justin sloshing by crawling through 
the lower level stream. Now I had tried in past trips 

Above: Demian and his son Sal are beckoned by the entrance.  

Title photo: Looking down  the 20 foot climb to the lower level.

to go low in this spot and thought it was impassible, 
but there Justin was, loudly splashing through the 
lower water passage and reaching the other side much 

The November  
CIG Grotto Trip
By Rich Lunseth
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quicker but much wetter. Then we carefully climbed 
one more big mud plug and came around the corner 
to the large “Lunch Room”. This is a large room with 
a very steep mud slide to the right and a larger, more 
gradual pile of mud that can be scaled with the help 
of a pathway carved in the slippery slope to an almost 
flat area at the top that is a perfect place to sit, light a 
candle, enjoy a tasty snack and get hydrated before you 
turn around and go back to the outside world. It is also 
a great spot to turn out the lights and listen to the cave 
speak. You can go on and follow the stream for a little 
while until it sumps, as Justin and Charlie did. With a 
good sized scout troop, it takes about two hours to get 
to “The Lunch Room” and less than and hour to get 
back out (less “oohs and ahhs” and more “I just want 
to get out and get these muddy clothes off!”).

On the way out you can try out some of the 
smaller side passages which don’t go very far but are 
great places to send your more energetic cavers. We 
rejoined Bill and Kelly in the big room the skinny 20 
foot high passage empties into. They had been explor-

ing the many alternate ways to “skin the cat” of a mul-
tiple level cave like Salts.

 To get back up from the lower level from the 
stream, instead of climbing back up from rock to rock 
to the crack in the upper level floor, I kept to the right 
early and was able to carefully climb another slippery 
slope and shimmy a narrow mud bank near the wall 
to reach the same place in the upper level as the rock 
climbers. We crossed the suction cup ledge, walked 
the dry upper passage and finally saw the light of the 
entrance. Demian’s son looked like he wanted more, 
so I sent him down a nice little “kids friendly” pas-
sage that is straight and round and leads to a squeeze 
to get into a small room that then turns into a crawl 
that comes back out to the main passage. He went in 
all the way to the squeeze and decided to come back. 
Unfortunately there is no place to turn around, so he 
had to turn on the backup lights and make his way 
back out.

As beautiful as a cave Salts Cave is with its carv-
ings and decoration, the most exciting part is climb-

ing up the breakdown and into the 
lush green underbrush of the sink hole 
in the forest floor and crossed the field 
to our cars. I took Charlie to meet 
the landowner who popped out of his 
front door with a new edition to his 
friendly dog family, a very small and 
very cute Yorkshire Terrier sitting in 
the palm of his hand. 

Far left: Navigating the 

tacky ledge.

Left: Kelly smiles after 

making the final climb to 

the upper level.

The Salts Cave Expedition: (from left to right) Justin 

Thompson, Rich Lunseth, Kelly McNamara, Demian, 

Bill Baus, Sal and Charlie Vetters. Symtoms of oxygen 

deprivation were evident in the behavior of several 

members of the expedition.
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Caving in the 60s From the Danny Chase Archives 
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November CIG E‐Board Minutes 
Wednesday, November 13th, 2013

1. Elections/Officers: Significant and detailed discus-
sion regarding potential candidates for CIG Offi-
cer positions. Several folks were identified and we 
discussed how to improve our candidate prospects, 
mentoring new officers, and elections. 

2.  Vertical Training Session 
3.  Cave Capers 

a.  Ron has found an outstanding indoor candi-
date location—Indiana Veneers

b.  Event should happen between 12 Noon & 4 
pm, setup around 10 am. 

c.  Discussion of volunteer presentations 
d.  Rather than an all‐out lunch, we will bring 

snacks and drinks 
e.  Need to get landowner address/contact details 

for insurance contract 
a.  Site selection: Blue Springs, according to the 

owner, is not ready for the event—maybe in 
a couple years. Leading candidate for site re-
mains the Christian Camp near Bedford. Will 
arrange a visit for Wednesday, Nov. 26th if pos-
sible. Could also consider Harrison‐Crawford 
or Camp Rivervale again. 

b.  Keynote Speaker possibilities: 
i.  Andy Armstrong, Stephen Alvarez, John Lyles, 

Clinton Elmore 

4.  Christmas Party – confirmed for December 14th 
at the Strickland’s in Broad Ripple. 

5.  Meetings & Spring Events 
6.  Old Business 
7.  New Business 

a.  Meetings will be scheduled/conducted so that 
the Program goes off at 8:30pm. 

a.  Make sure we’ve got trip reports & content for 
Charlie and the CIG Website 

b.  Bat Survey form to be revised per Keith’s sug-
gestions, and set up on website ASAP 

a.  Spread the word, December Meeting is Wednes-
day, December 11th, 7:30pm 

b.  Discussion of CaveSim Initiative 
c.  Letters of Support for NSS Awards 
d.  CIG will be hosting the Fall, 2014, NSS Board 

of Governors Meeting (Nov. 7th‐9th, 2014) 
i.  Airport to/from transport 
ii.  Housing/Hotel locations 
iii. Friday night Howdy Party 
iv.  Refreshments/Lunch for Saturday (Meeting 

Location) 
v.  Saturday Night Dinner/Party (coincide w/ 

“Halloween Party”) 
vi. “Side Tour” for folks on Sunday morning (or 

Friday pm)

Speleolog
Date> November 2
Cave> Binkley
Location> Corydon
By> Tim McLain, John Shultheis, Brad Barcom, 
Shane Myles, Tim Pride, & Dave Everton
Comments> Tim & John dug and explored; the oth-
ers relocated scaling pole back to Great Pit

Date> November 9
Cave> Binkley
Location> Corydon
By> Don Ingle, Laura Demarest, Jesse Houser, Pat 
Burns, & Dave Everton
Comments> wetsuit search & retrieval and lead 
checking

Date> November 16
Cave> Binkley
Location> Corydon
By> Dave Everton
Comments> passage improvement in historic Miller 
section 
 
Date> November 23 
Cave> Binkley
Location> Corydon
By> Tim McLain, Adam Haydock, Chris Parks, 
Laura Demarest, Laura Sangaila, Seth Gower, April 
McKay, Nick Benton, & Dave Everton
Comments> sump dive was the plan; it was Tim 
McLain’s final cave trip

Meeting Minutes
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Be sure to visit the grotto’s new website  
at www.cigcaves.com.

We have created a new, more accessible website 
for our members and visitors. Please visit all the 
pages and if you have any suggestions, stories or 
images you want to share, you can do it there.

Join in on the conversation. 
CIG Members may sign up for our grotto 

Yahoo Group. This group is members only and 
spam free. To participate, just send a message 
to cig-list-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. If you 
would like to un-subscribe, just send a message to  
cig-list-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com.

If your e-mail address does not identify you 
by name, include a message with your real name 
in your request to join. If you change your e-mail 
address, you will need to sign up again. 

To see an archive of past messages and other 
information about the list, go to http://groups. 
yahoo.com/group/cig-list/.

To post a message to the list, send it to  
cig-list@yahoogroups.com.

  CIG Interactive

Find us on Facebook

Groundwater Isopod (caecidotea stygia) in Donahue Cave. Middle Cave formation shot before Henderson Park closed.

Cave Salamander (Eurycea lucifiga) 
in Hidden Pit.

Middle Cave formation shot before Henderson Park closed.

Back Page Photos by James Majdak 


